Wind Power

Fact sheet: Wind energy

Eco Whisper – quiet wind turbine revolution

Wind turbine construction time–lapse video

Harness the power of wind (interactive)

Wind Energy

Wind capacity expected to triple
New Japanese turbine design

Turbine location – England
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-16166275

Turbine location – South Australia

Turbine location – New South Wales

CSIRO finds stronger wind farm support than media reflects
http://www.abc.net.au/rural/news/content/201201/s3409653.htm

20 stunning images of wind farms

New UK turbine design

New design to be built in UK

Model wind turbine: instruction kit

Average wind speed map
Blowing light into our lives

http://www.dothegreenthing.com/blog/blowing_light_into_our_lives